
Meet your campaign 
objectives, every time
Make smarter campaign decisions with an 
agile survey tool designed to help you optimise 
in-market advertising performance.



In a world of rapidly shifting consumer expectations 
and shrinking budgets, every campaign dollar is 
precious – so squandering ad spend on campaigns 
that don’t deliver is unthinkable. 

Integrated multimedia campaigns are nearly 60% 
more effective than non-integrated campaigns1.  
It’s more critical than ever to understand not just the 
total impact of your campaigns, but the role that 
each creative execution plays in the cohesiveness of 
the complete message. The ability to make more 
responsive, insight-driven budget allocation decisions 
is key to unlocking greater value from your ad spend.

Kantar Marketplace provides an agile tool for early 
assessment of the in-market effectiveness of your ads 
in building your brand. By using Ad Now on Kantar 
Marketplace, you can walk away with a clear 
understanding of whether your campaign is poised 
to meet your brand objectives. 

Create campaigns that deliver on 
your brand and sales objectives

1Kantar’s global CrossMedia studies, 2015-2017, Campaign 
effectiveness measured as a combination of brand health measures
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Make smarter 
campaign investments

Use cases Optimise campaign 
performance

Strengthen future 
campaigns

Respond to  
competitive activity

Questions 
answered

-   What’s the best 
combination of ads to 
deliver on my objectives?

-   Should I be investing 
more (or less) in a given 
ad?

-   Do specific executions 
support my brand and 
drive key message 
takeaway? 

-   Can I re-run the 
campaign?          

 
-   How can I improve my 

future ads to build my 
brand?

-   Do I need to invest more 
given the strength of 
competitive activity?

-   What can I learn from 
competitor campaigns? 
What’s working well  
for them?

Ad Now on Kantar Marketplace helps you make faster campaign 
decisions by measuring in-market campaign effectiveness,  
with results in as few as 48 hours.
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Track your ads in  
a consistent way 
across media

Mobile display

CinemaTV

PrintOnline display

Campaign events

Mobile video

PostersOnline video

In store
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Understand which ads in your campaign 
are generating the highest return
Ad Now measures how well content creates branded memories, which is proven to drive sales success.

Will the content create engagement  
and trigger the brand?

Does it convey meaningfully different associations?  
Are these on strategy?

Will the ad make people more predisposed  
to the brand now and in the future?

Is the content being noticed and  
remembered in association with the brand?

Have people seen it a lot? Is it efficiently creating branded memories  
given the investment made?

Engagement Brand associations Brand predisposition
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Case study: Rockstar Energy by PepsiCo
For the launch of Rockstar energy drink in Argentina, the local 
PepsiCo team was working on a novel approach that diverged 
significantly from the global brand direction. Rockstar was being 
positioned for daytime consumption, in contrast with the 
established category usage as a mixer with alcoholic beverages. 

Working with a strict budget and a tight timeline, the team 
wanted to quickly understand if the launch campaign would 
meet its objectives: to build brand differentiation and drive  
sales of the product. They also sought to validate their creative 
decisions, which incorporated a local flair as well as the use  
of celebrities.

After completing an Ad Now project on Kantar Marketplace,  
the team was able to quickly validate that the bold creative 
decisions taken were the right ones - and gain the essential 
buy-in and support of the global brand team in the process.  
The results confirmed the campaign successfully built brand 
memories through strong differentiation, ultimately boosting 
purchase intent. 

Just four months after the launch, Rockstar surpassed its 
primary competitor in Argentina and overachieved its buyers 
goals (+87.5% vs. target). Success was largely attributed to the 
brand differentiation they achieved with the initial campaign.
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Global  
footprint

Tap into consumer perspectives around the globe, with 
access to 150+ million identity-verified consumers worldwide.
Solutions are available in 70+ countries and backed by teams 
on the ground who are ready to help you succeed. 

Superior  
methodology

Ads are compared against similar ads from an extensive 
database, based on validated brand and communications 
frameworks. Quality research design is embedded at the 
heart of the platform, so you can feel confident taking 
decisions based on your results.

What makes Kantar 
Marketplace different?

Industry-leading 
intelligence 

When it comes to optimising campaign decisions, you need 
insights – not just data. Our intuitive dashboard puts you in 
control so you can understand your results and act quickly, 
with expert advice to guide you.

Understanding the communications landscape and consumer 
context can be complicated, but knowing the impact of your 
campaigns doesn’t have to be. With Kantar Marketplace, you can 
work quickly and efficiently to get an early read on your campaign 
effectiveness, making every ad dollar count. Your brand objectives 
are in reach, and it’s all possible within your budget.
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Ready to finish 
your search?
Request a demo of Kantar Marketplace today 
and see what it can do for your business.

https://go.kantarmarketplace.com/brand-2021-brand-demo
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